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Featured articles and news

Late payment

Late payment has been a blight on the industry for decades - but
what are the causes?

Sustainability buzzwords

How to get beyond the sales
pitch to assess supplier
sustainability.

Defects in dot and dab

Despite its benefits, dot and
dab is not without problems.
Find out how typical defects
can be recognised and
rectified.

Student resources

If you've just started studying,
we've got hundreds of articles
to help you out.

Single-stage tender

The difference between
single-stage and two-stage
tendering.

Indoor environments

Bringing a breath of fresh air
to indoor environments.
 

Retrofitting older homes

Flawed energy efficiency
policy is causing mistreatment
of traditional buildings.

Featured building

The lily-shaped Institute of New Energy in Wuhan has been given
low-carbon certification by BREEAM.

 
 

Around the web

Casa Vicens, 16 Nov

Gaudi's Casa Vicens reopens
to the public after painstaking
renovation.

NHF, 16 Nov

NHF respond to the
reclassification of housing
associations.

RICS, 16 Nov

Skills shortages are biting
construction again.

Construction Index, 15 Nov

Builders’ merchants warn
contractors could face
materials shortages and
delays after Brexit.

Archdaily, 14 Nov

Bill Gates purchases 25,000
acres of land for a smart city in
Arizona.

Gov.uk, 13 Nov

Sir John Parker has been
appointed lead non-executive
director for the Cabinet Office.

GCR, 13 Nov

Highways England will
introduce traffic lights on
motorways.

NHF, 13 Nov

Building affordable homes
could preserve England’s
towns and villages.

Construction Manager, 13
Nov

Fuelling towns and cities with
hydrogen.

BIMplus, 12 Nov

David Philp reflects on Digital
Built Britain.
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